
~Tick Pillow Pattern~
Materials Needed 

-3-4 colors of assorted fabric (fat quarters or 1/3 of a yard-ish of fabric)
-stuf!ng for body
-"eece/felt fabric for necklace or suspenders (so they do not unravel)
-chopstick to turn legs and mouth pieces inside out
-thread

***All pattern pieces have seam allowance added on, you can use a 1/4” or slightly larger 
seam on all parts.***

Step 1: Print and cut out paper pattern pieces (make sure to tape together body so it is one 
whole piece)

Step 2: Pin paper pattern to desired fabric and cut out (body x 2, legs x 16, mouth x 4, 
necklace x 1 (for girl tick), suspenders x 2 (for boy tick)

Step 3: Sew necklace (for girl) or suspenders (for boy) onto right side of fabric using the 
center and marks as a guide to aline them equally apart. Top stitch them down. If using a 
fabric that may unravel, use a zig-zag stitch to help hold it in place better.

Step 4: Stitch mouth pieces together with right sides facing inwards. Stitch leg pieces the 
same way. You should have eight legs and two mouth pieces.

Step 5: Turn legs and mouth parts out so that the right side is now facing outwards. Press 
them with an iron.

Step 6: Pin mouth and legs to one side of the tick body. Use marks as a guideline. Mouth 
pieces should be right next to the middle line. The !rst leg pieces should line up in the same 
area as the suspenders/necklace and continue to space out so there is about 1/4” between 
each leg. (May not perfectly match to pattern, space it so it looks best to you.)

Step 7: Stitch legs and mouth to right side of tick body with a seam that is smaller than 1/4”.

Step 8: Pin the two body pieces together with the right sides together leaving an opening at 
the bottom of the tick body for stuf!ng.

Step 9: Sew two body pieces together with a 1/4” or more seam, leaving an opening at the 
bottom.

Step 10: Turn body right side out and stuff !rmly.

Step 11: Sew together opening until completely closed, if needed add a bit more stuf!ng as 
you go.

Step 12: Admire creation.
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